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Abstract—The single-switch resonant converter is attractive for
low-cost high-frequency power conversion applications. However,
the exiting design method needs complicated derivations to meet
various practical demands, and it would become impossible as
the circuit order increases. This paper incorporates the extended
impedance method to evaluate the potential designs. The practical
demands can be mathematically represented by the inequality
constraints. Given the design variables, the proposed design is
able to improve the steady-state performance (like the system
robustness, voltage gain, load insensitivity, efficiency, current
stress, and voltage stress for the existing resonant converters.
A family of Class E inverters is designed to justify the generality
and validity of the proposed design. The first case is a classical
Class E inverter. The EIM-based design is able to improve the
system robustness under 6% parameter variation. The second
case is a Class E inverter with resonant input inductor. The
EIM-based design is able to offer a wider voltage gain compared
to the benchmark method. The last case is a Class E inverter
using π network. Compared to the previous design approach,
the proposed method is able to find a better design point, whose
light-load efficiency is improved by 5%.

Index Terms—Resonant converter, multiple constraints, ex-
tended impedance method

I. INTRODUCTION

High-frequency converters have already been widely used in
the areas of plasma generation, induction heating, and wireless
power transfer [1], [2]. However, the switching losses and
electromagnetic interference (EMI) would become significant
and depreciate the steady-state performance. In order to avoid
these issues, it is necessary to employ resonant converters for
soft switching [3]. Currently, the Class D converter has suc-
cessfully pushed its switching frequency to several MHz [4].
In order to achieve zero voltage switching (ZVS), it requires
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a delicate design of resonant circuits to smooth the voltage
transition during the dead time [5]. The Class DE converter
is proposed to deal with the high-frequency parasitics [6], [7].
As a promising alternate, the single-switch resonant converter
would include the transistor as a part of the resonant circuit [8],
[9]. Without the need of dead time, all the turn-on interval can
be utilized to shape the waveform. Such kind of topology is
particularly attractive for building a low-cost high-frequency
power converter.

There are many topologies for single-switch resonant power
conversion, among which the Class E converter is still the
most famous one. Its ideal ZVS and zero voltage derivative
switching (ZVDS) operation enable a high-efficiency low-
radiation design solution [10]–[14]. Based on similar reso-
nance concept, several single-switch resonant converters have
been proposed in prior arts, including Class F, Class EF, Class
Φ2 converters [15]–[22]. They are able to utilize different
harmonics for waveform shaping and help reduce the voltage
rating. For a given topology, the meaningful design objectives
may include but not limit to the voltage gain, conversion effi-
ciency, switching noise, device stress, and circuit complexity.
Such kind of design examples have been broadly discussed in
the prior papers [23]–[31]. It is impossible to pursue a perfect
design by optimizing all these targets. Therefore, an attractive
solution usually means a good trade-off design point to fully
explore and utilize the existing circuit components.

However, the design process of most single-switch con-
verters is extremely complicated due to the resonant
switch [32], [33]. For the simplest Class E inverter, its target
ZVS and ZVDS operation should be represented in terms
of two equality constraints, and tens of intermediate equa-
tions are used in the time domain to derive the final design
equations [11]–[13]. Similar design logic is also adopted in the
other single-switch converters (like Class F, Class EF, Class
Φ2 converters) [15]–[22]. With more practical demands, the
design process becomes much more challenging. For example,
when the input inductor of a Class E inverter is released
for resonance design in [24], [34], [35], more equations are
required to solve the target equality constraints. No explicit
design equations can be found. When the additional π network
is proposed in [36], the resonance design can only depend on
the manual parameter tuning in the software. Compared with
analytical design method, numerical design provides a sim-
plified procedure in finding the solutions [37]–[39]. However
such a design process needs a case by case study. It calls for a
simple and general method to design a single-switch resonant
converter under multiple practical constraints.
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This paper proposes a simple and convenient design ap-
proach for the single-switch resonant converter. It can meet
various practical demands (like the waveform shape, voltage
gain, and efficiency), which are mathematically defined by the
constraints in terms of the state variables. By reviewing the
existing design, it shows the complexity would dramatically
increase with the circuit order. To avoid this issue, the extended
impedance method (EIM) is applied to the resonance converter
design using linear components [40]. In order to model the
nonlinear components [41], [42], the EIM is further developed
in [43], [44] for two example PWM converters. Using EIM,
the design complexity is slightly affected by the circuit order
and constraints. When the circuit order increases, only several
additional state equations are added to finish the design. The
proposed method is particularly attractive for the resonant
converters following the inequality constraints. Therefore, a
family of single-switch resonant converters is selected to
justify the method generality. For explanation purpose, the
EIM-based design is applied to a classical Class E inverter.
Instead of pursuing ideal ZVS and ZVDS, two inequality
constraints (partially ZVS and ZVDS) are used to explore an
operation point with improved robustness when considering
the component tolerance. The benefits of EIM-based multi-
constraint design is further justified by a Class E inverter
with resonant input inductor. Using inequality constraints, the
final design map enables a much wider voltage gain under
LI operation. For the Class E inverter with π network, the
proposed design would easily find the peak efficiency point.
Therefore, the proposed EIM-based design is able to explore
all the potential benefits of existing converters.

II. LIMITATION OF CLASSICAL DESIGN METHODS

A. Time-domain based design

There are many topologies for single-switch resonant power
conversion, such as the Class E inverter, Class F inverter,
Class EF inverters, and their derivatives. The main difference
between these converters is the resonance network and the
system objectives. The classical time-domain based analysis
is valid for all these converters, and the main challenge is to
find the parameter design rule to meet the objectives. This
paper would choose the well-known Class E inverter and its
high-order derivatives as the examples to explain the proposed
design methodology.

The classical Class E inverter is shown in Fig. 1. It has a
single switch S, whose duty cycle is D and frequency is fs.
Note that the corresponding angular frequency is ωs. L1 is the
input inductor; C1 is a shunt capacitor; L0 and C0 resonate at
fs with additional reactance X , i.e.,

X = ωsL0 − 1/(ωsC0). (1)

RL is the load resistance.
Using this topology, the most famous design was proposed

in [10] and its logic is summarized in Fig. 2. Given the
topology, several assumptions are made to simplify the circuit
analysis. For example, L1 should be an RF choke to maintain
DC input current (iin); the quality factor (Q) of the series tank
(L0 and C0) should be sufficiently high to ensure sinusoidal

Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of a Class E inverter.

Fig. 2. Conventional design flow chart for a Class E inverter.

output voltage vo; all the components are ideal without consid-
ering their parasitic (the switch junction capacitance could be
absorbed by C1). Meanwhile, the system objectives for ZVS
and ZVDS operation are mathematically represented by two
equality constraints, 

vs(ts) = 0

dvs(ts)

dt
= 0

. (2)

Note that ts is the turn-on instance of the transistor. As
shown in Fig. 2, by taking (2) into the state equations,
the derivation should generate the equality constraints (e.g.,
g1 = g2 = 0) in terms of the design variables, which is the
most challenging part in the time-domain analysis. Even for a
simple Class E inverter, this process needs to deal with tens
of intermediate equations to obtain the final constraints, i.e.,
g1(C1, X,D,RL) = 0 and g2(C1, X,D,RL) = 0. Based on
g1 and g2, a practical system is able to design C1 and X for
given D and RL.

For a classical Class E inverter, the ZVS and ZVDS oper-
ation are naturally load dependent, which would cause many
issues for systems with load change. To address this issue, a
modified design is proposed in [24] by having two new system
objectives, i.e., load-independent (LI) output voltage and LI
ZVS operation. They are defined by two equality constraints,

vs(ts) = 0

dvo
dRL

= 0
. (3)

Such a design makes a Class E inverter work like a Class D
inverter with good output controllability and high efficiency for
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wide load resistance. Different to the classical Class E inverter,
the new one uses a finite L1 as a resonant component instead
of an RF choke, and the resonance frequency between L1

and C1 (defined as ω1) would offer one more design variable.
The two design freedoms offered by L1 and C1 are equally
represented by a frequency factor q and a reactance factor k{

q = ω1/ωs = 1/(ωs
√
L1C1)

k = X/(ωsL1)
. (4)

Similar to the final step of Fig. 2, taking (3) into the state
equations would define the equality constraints in terms of D,
q, k, and L1.

Although the above logic is clear and exactly the same as
Fig. 2, the derivation process is extremely complicated for the
new inverter. First of all, one more design freedom (offered by
L1) gives one more state equation to describe the input current.
Thus, it needs to deal with much more intermediate equations,
most of which include the operation of integral transformation,
trigonometric function transformation, and partial differenti-
ation [24], [34], [35]. Therefore, unlike the classical Class
E inverter, no analytical solutions are given. A numerical
method is usually used to find a reasonable design. Mostly, a
design table is used to represent the functional design points.
For the same topology, a simplified design rule is proposed
by [23], and X = 0 is used for simplification. With deep
insight about this specific circuit, a direct design rule for the
parameters is given without strict justification. However, such
a design method may fail for other converters. In a high-order
system, the sufficient design variables usually mean improved
capability for pursuing more meaningful objectives [15]–[22].
However, the increased complexity would dramatically limit
the efficiency of solution finding in the time-domain based
design.

B. Extended Impedance Method

In the time-domain based design, the system objectives
(or equality constraints) need to be justified by the state
variables (such as the switch voltage vs in Fig. 2). The
steady-state equations are defined in the time domain, and the
equality constraints for the objectives are transformed to be
directly dependent on the design variables, such as g1 and
g2. During this conversion, the complexity naturally increases
with the number of state variables or circuit order. When
the analytical derivation is impractical, an effective method
is to use the circuit simulation tool to sweep all the design
variables and manually find the surviving candidates. For
each design candidate, the time-domain simulation tool usually
needs to properly select the solver and accuracy requirement
to ensure the convergence, in which an iteration procedure
is unavoidable. When the parameter sweeping is used, the
time cost of this labor work highly depends on the number
of design variables, the range of the components value, and
the sweeping step. It would become much more challenging
and inconvenient when the circuit order increases.

In order to fasten the design process, the extended
impedance method (EIM) is proposed in [40] to carry out
steady-state analysis. The computational advantage of EIM has

Fig. 3. Steady-state analysis based on EIM.

been quantitively proven in a study case when Spice simulation
is used as the benchmark. Actually, the EIM-based method
offers a general approach for resonant converter analysis,
whose problem solving complexity is almost independent
to the circuit complexity. Given the topology and circuit
parameters, the EIM can quickly determine the value of steady
state variables. Once the harmonic order is given, the final
waveforms are the sum of each harmonic component and the
calculation burden is manually defined by the user instead of
the convergence requirement. The unique benefit of EIM is its
simplicity for steady-state analysis, but its demerit is its failure
for dynamic analysis. In this paper, the design with inequality
constraints only needs the steady-state information. From this
perspective, EIM just serves as the right tool to provide the
necessary messages without wasting additional computation
burden for the dynamic ones.

The EIM-based circuit analysis is illustrated in Fig. 3. Given
the topology and value of circuit components, it can quickly
give the steady-state waveform for node voltage or branch
current. It starts from the topology. Instead of analyzing the
circuit in the time domain, the basic idea is to build the
impedance matrix for all the circuit components, including
both active switches and passive elements. Note that the EIM
needs to consider sufficient harmonics to ensure accuracy.
Once all components of the target topology are described
by their impedance matrices, frequency domain analysis can
be implemented. For each frequency, the state variables are
solved in terms of phasor. Once the design objectives are
able to be mathematically represented in terms of the circuit
steady-state variables (such as the voltage or current stress,
efficiency, load sensitivity, and robustness under parameter
variation), the EIM-based method is applicable and helpful
for multiple-constraint design. Note that this method cannot
be used to analyze the system dynamic behavior. Finally, all
the frequency components are added and transformed back to
the time domain signal.

Such a design procedure is standalone and requires no
preliminary design step. Owing to the benefit of EIM in
steady-state analysis, this paper treats EIM as a tool to carry
out the design with inequality constraints, especially for the
converter with more resonant components. Actually, both
the time-domain and frequency-domain viewpoints provide
valuable understanding and methodology for the parametric
tuning of single-switch resonant inverters [45]–[47]. They are
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not mutually exclusive but mutually beneficial toward an in-
depth knowledge and efficient tuning of these circuits and
systems. The simulation software would also play a significant
role in checking the final surviving design candidate. This
paper focuses on the design procedure based on EIM, rather
than the selection of the simulation methods.

III. CLASSICAL CLASS E INVERTER

A. Impedance model

This paper proposes the EIM-based analysis to achieve
multiple-constraint design. It first takes the design of the
Class E inverter as an example, and the classical constraints
(ZVS and ZVDS) are still used here. In order to use EIM,
all the components of a topology should be described by
the impedance matrix. According to Fig. 3, once the circuit
topology is given in Fig. 1, the next step is to represent
the circuit components by their corresponding impedance
matrices. Define N as the concerned critical harmonic order.
The harmonics out of [−N,N ] are neglected. Note that it
should be determined to minimize the calculation burden
without sacrificing the accuracy in the design process. Thus,
the impedance expressions are all square matrices with the
dimension of (2N + 1). The resistor, inductor and capacitor
expressions are diagonal matrices, i.e.,

ZR =



R · · · 0 · · · 0
...

. . . . . . . . .
...

0
. . . R

. . . 0
...

. . . . . . . . .
...

0 · · · 0 · · · R


, (5)

ZL =



−jNωL · · · 0 · · · 0
...

. . . . . . . . .
...

0
. . . 0

. . . 0
...

. . . . . . . . .
...

0 · · · 0 · · · jNωL


, (6)

and

ZC =



−jNωC · · · 0 · · · 0
...

. . . . . . . . .
...

0
. . . 0

. . . 0
...

. . . . . . . . .
...

0 · · · 0 · · · jNωC



−1

. (7)

Such kind of definition is applied to all the passive com-
ponents of Fig. 1, including L0, L1, C0, C1, and RL. Their
corresponding impedance matrices are ZL0, ZL1, ZC0, ZC1,
and ZRL. The transistor is modeled as a time-dependent
resistance, which has a huge off-state resistance Roff and a
small on-state resistance Ron. When p ∈ [−N,N ],

RS,p =


RonD +Roff (1−D) , p = 0

(Ron −Roff )
sin(pπD)

pπ
e−jpπD , p 6= 0

. (8)

Fig. 4. Impedance model of a Class E inverter.

Note that D is the duty cycle of the driving signal. The
impedance expression of the active switch is

ZS =



RS,0 · · · RS,−N · · · RS,−2N

...
. . . . . . . . .

...

RS,N
. . . RS,0

. . . RS,−N
...

. . . . . . . . .
...

RS,2N · · · RS,N · · · RS,0


. (9)

The dc input voltage is expressed as

Vin =
[

0 · · · 0 Vin 0 · · · 0
]T
. (10)

Finally, Fig. 4 shows the equivalent model in the EIM-based
analysis.

B. Robust ZVS and ZVDS Operation

Different to the time-domain based design (which only
gives a single design point), the EIM-based design gives more
practical solutions. They are helpful to find a robust design
point for ZVS and ZVDS operation when considering the
parameter variance. During the EIM-based design, the key
point is to obtain the steady-state operation waveform for any
given circuit parameters.

In Fig. 4, each component of the circuit is described as
an impedance matrix. Since there is only one node in the
topology, a single KCL equation is easily given as

VS −Vin

ZL1
+

VS

ZS
+

VS

ZC1
+

VS

ZC0 + ZL0 + ZRL
= 0. (11)

Note that VS is the voltage across the switch S. It is a column
vector with (2N + 1)’s elements,

VS =
[
VS,−N · · · VS,−1 VS,0 VS,1 · · · VS,N

]T
.

(12)
The classical constraints of Class E inverter design are ZVS
and ZVDS operation, which can be justified by the target state
variable, vs. The solved VS needs to be represented in the time
domain,

vs(t) ≈[
e−jNωst · · · e−jωst 1 ejωst · · · ejNωst

]
VS.

(13)
The value of vs and dvs/dt at the switching instance can
tell whether the given circuit parameters meet the objectives.
When solving the steady state variables, the gate signal D,
the topology, and the component matrix are used as the initial
input to solve vs. According to the obtained vs, the behavior
of the body diode will be included, which would not allow a
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negative vs. This method would easily explore all the possible
design solutions. By automatic parameters sweeping, all the
possible solutions can then be found. Meanwhile, for other
circuit parameters or even different topologies, the solving
process is the same. When the circuit has more target state
variables, more state equations would help find the design
solutions. This general process is the key point in the proposed
multiple-constraint design.

A specific example is given in this paper to show the benefits
of using EIM. For a classical Class E inverter of Fig. 1, it
is known that X and C1 are design variables for ZVS and
ZVDS when all the other parameters are fixed. It is reasonable
to find that two design variables are sufficient to meet two
equality constraints [refer to (2)]. From the math point of view,
the design problem becomes a standard math solving process.
Therefore, only a single solution exists for a target load, and
such an optimal design will achieve 100% efficiency since the
ideal switch is used [11].

Using the time-domain analysis, the available design solu-
tions are quite limited. Actually, the ideal 100% efficiency is
impossible due to the conduction losses. Such a perfect con-
dition is also unnecessary from the application perspectives.
For example, when a high-efficiency operation is acceptable
(instead of 100% efficiency), the modified objective may
give looser constraints, which usually leads to more design
solutions. In terms of vs, it means a Class E inverter is
allowed to have a waveform close to ZVS (having insignificant
switching losses). For example, when non-perfect ZVS and
ZVDS operation are acceptable, the system objectives would
be described by the inequality constraints,

|vs(ts)| < σ1

|dvs(ts)
dt

| < σ2
, (14)

where σ1 and σ2 are small positive numbers. Under this
scenario, an EIM-based design becomes much more effective.

Using the following setup, fs = 1 MHz, RL = 5 Ω,
D = 0.5, and Vin = 20 V, the final design points for C1 and X
are shown in Fig. 5 when σ1 = σ2 = 5%. Among these points,
point A is the solution found by the time-domain analysis
using equality constraints (using the benchmark design method
in [10], [11], [13]). Note that point A is also included in the
EIM-based design using inequality constraints. Another point
B is selected for robust ZVS and ZVDS operation. The nor-
malized transistor voltage and current, and the corresponding
output power for these design points are compared in Fig. 5.

It shows both points achieve ZVS and ZVDS. Note that
an eyeballing observation cannot tell whether the waveform
is perfect or close to the perfect one, and the waveform
of point B needs to justified from the math point of view.
Such a non-perfect operation waveform can also meet lots
of practical demands. A unique benefit of EIM-based design
is the improved system robustness. Usually, the value of the
resonant components is not ideally fixed for a real system. For
example, the transistor junction capacitor (totally absorbed by
C1) is nonlinear and depends on vs; the manually wounded
inductance usually have variance during the manufacturing;
the load RL will contain small reactive part in various applica-

Fig. 5. Design points for a classical Class E inverter based on EIM-based
design.

tions. However, point B (found by EIM) is more attractive than
point A due to its location, i.e., having sufficient distance to
the boundary defined by the inequality constraints. As shown
in Fig. 5, when 6% variation happens for the resonant inductor
L0, point A (found by the benchmark design method) would
jump to point A’, which is outside the design region. Under
the same parameter variation, point B (jumping to B’) will not
have this issue. Therefore, a robust solution is ensured by the
EIM-based design. In this paper, the linear capacitor model
is used to model the device junction capacitance, i.e., Coss.
Due to the nonlinearity, the accuracy of the proposed design
is ensured only if the required shunt capacitance C1 is much
larger than the device junction capacitance Coss.

For a high-frequency converter, the meaningful objectives
may include but not limit to the voltage gain, conversion ef-
ficiency, transistor losses, device stress, power density, circuit
complexity, and cost. It is impossible to pursue a perfect design
by optimizing all these targets. As shown in Fig. 5, the inverter
characteristics of point A and B are not exactly the same.
Therefore, the perfectness of a design solution usually means
a good trade-off design to fully explore and utilize the existing
hardware resource, such as the resonant components. The
benefit of EIM is the convenience of adding multiple objectives
through a simple math definition, which is particularly attrac-
tive for pursuing the non-traditional objectives. For example, a
meaningful practical demand is to reduce the transistor losses
to avoid heat issues, and two inequality constraints could be
defined as below to replace (14).

|vs(ts)| < 0.1
Ts∫
0

iS
2(t)RSdt < 4% · Po

, (15)
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 6. General solutions for LI Class E inverter with different finite inductor L1. (a)L1 = 1 µH. (b)L1 = 2 µH. (c)L1 = 3 µH.

Such a new design consideration gives the green dot boundary
in Fig. 5. It shows point B is still attractive to meet this
demand.

IV. HIGH-ORDER CLASS E INVERTERS

A. Class E inverter with resonant input inductor

Besides the system robustness, there exist other meaningful
practical demands, such as the voltage gain, the transistor peak
voltage, and the efficiency. Compare to the conventional time-
domain design, the EIM-based design will not suffer from the
complexity of the topology. The inequality constraints actually
offer more freedoms for component selection. For justifica-
tion purpose, another two high-order resonant converters are
designed based on the proposed design.

In [24], a Class E inverter is designed to have load-
independent ZVS and output voltage by the time-domain
analysis [refer to Section II-A]. Two equality constraints are
defined for LI ZVS and LI output voltage, i.e., (3). The
topology is the same as Fig. 1, but a resonant L1 is applied
instead of an RF chock. When L1 joins the resonance, the
circuit order naturally increases, and one more state equation
for iL1 is needed for the input branch. In order to find the
solution, more intermediate equations are needed during the
conversion of the equality constraints. Several design points
can be found finally.

Using the EIM, the circuit design would become extremely
general and straightforward. In Fig. 4, all circuit components
can be described in impedance form. All the impedance matrix
and related equations are exactly the same as (4)-(13), and no
difference exists between this case (using finite L1) and the
classical one (using infinite L1). Note that the time-domain
based derivation is totally different for these two cases. Given
the range of design variables, the EIM-based analysis would
solve the steady state for any combination of k and q. All
frequency components of the state variables can be solved
and transformed to time-domain expression. Instead of using
equality constraints, two inequality ones are defined as

|vs(ts)| < σ3

| dvo
dRL
| < σ4

, (16)

where σ3 and σ4 are small positive numbers. These two
equations finally filter out the undesirable solutions.

Similar to [24], two design variables are used (i.e., k and
q). Note all the other parameters are given, i.e., fs = 1 MHz,
D = 0.5, Vin = 30 V, and σ3 = σ4 = 5%. The EIM-based
multiple-constraint design can efficiently justify whether the
variables would meet the inequality constraints. Fig. 6(a), (b),
and (c) gives the final solutions when L1 = 1 µH, 2 µH
and 3 µH, respectively. The x-axis represents q, and the y-
axis represents k. Different to Fig. 5, Fig. 6 uses the color to
denote voltage gain, i.e., Gvv = vo/vin. Note that the points
outside the colorful area are filtered out by (16). It clearly
shows that q has a positive correlation with Gvv . Increasing
q leads to a larger Gvv . Meanwhile, when L1 increases from
1 µH to 3 µH, the design region becomes smaller. The script
for Fig. 6(a) is given in the appendix.

When D = 0.5, the solution of [24] is not unique because
it doesn’t discuss the influence of L1. When L1 = 2 µH,
the solution found by the benchmark method in [24] (i.e.,
q = 1.29 and k = 0.27), is denoted as point C in Fig. 6(b).
Point C is obviously enclosed by the EIM-based design, and
it is clear that more design freedoms are provided by the
multiple-inequality-constraint design using EIM. Compared to
the limited design solutions found by the benchmark method,
the proposed design map would give much more design
options for the voltage gain, i.e., Gvv . Three points are selected
in Fig. 6(b) for explanation: point C is based on the benchmark
method in [24], and the other two points D and E are selected
at the boundary. In Fig. 7, the waveform of three design points
are compared in simulation. When the body diode conducts,
the reverse current of the transistor is successfully captured
through EIM. All these points can achieve LI ZVS and LI
output voltage, and the selected points based on EIM would
give more options for the voltage gain.

B. Class E inverter with π Network

When an inverter has more resonant components, the con-
ventional time-domain design becomes impractical. As shown
in Fig. 8, a Class E inverter with a π network (using L2, C2,
and C3) is developed in [36] for LI CV or CC output. The
high-efficiency operation needs the LI ZVS operation, or at
least close to ZVS operation. Note the L1 is still an RF choke.
Compared to the classical topology of Fig. 1, this topology
has three more design variables, i.e., the elements of the π
network. Considering the circuit complexity, a multiple-step
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Fig. 7. vo, vs, and is under load variation. (a) Point C. (b) Point D. (c) Point
E.

Fig. 8. Circuit diagram of a Class E inverter with π network.

tuning method is proposed in [36] to design three variables in
an independent manner with the help of Advanced Design
System (ADS). It is a qualitative design process and only
one design point is found. Without sweeping the parameters,
it is hard to tell whether the current design has the best
performance. Meanwhile, such a tuning-based design cannot
be employed by the other resonant converters.

The proposed EIM-based design is particularly attractive
for such a high-order resonant converter. Given the inequality
constraints, the design problem becomes a typical math search-
ing process. The obtained design map will naturally cover the
single design point using manual tuning. Here the parameters
of the π network serve as the design variables, i.e., L2, C2,
and C3. All the circuit components need to be described in
impedance form for frequency domain analysis. Since three
more components join the resonance, another three impedance
matrices are defined for L2, C2, and C3, i.e., ZL2, ZC2, and
ZC3 [refer to (6)(7)].

In order to describe the new inverter, only two state
equations are needed, i.e.,


VS −Vin

ZL1
+

VS

ZS
+

VS

ZC1
+

VS −VC2

ZC0 + ZL0
= 0

VC2 −VS

ZC0 + ZL0
+

VC2

ZC2
+

VC2

ZL2 + ZC3||ZRL
= 0

. (17)

Compared to (11), only one more matrix equation is needed
above. Taking all the above component impedance matrices
into the state equations [refer to (5)-(10)], the EIM-based
analysis can easily derive the steady-state waveform for the
targets. In [36], the objective is the high-efficiency operation
and LI output voltage. To achieve the same objectives, the
EIM-based design needs to get the input current iin, input
voltage vin, output voltage vo and output current io, based
on which the efficiency is derived as

η =

∫ Ts

0
vo(t)io(t)dt∫ Ts

0
vin(t)iin(t)dt

, (18)

where Ts is the switching period. Thus the efficiency could
be obtained and LI output can be justified.

The Class E inverter with π network can be viewed as
a modified version of the classical one. Therefore, besides
the additional network, all the components would follow the
design of point A in Fig. 5. Fig. 9 gives the solutions found
by EIM defined by the following two inequality constraints,

|vs(ts)| < σ5

| dvo
dRL
| < σ6

, (19)

where σ5 = σ6 = 5%. Since the design region is three-
dimensional, two sub figures are given for better illustration,
i.e., C2 = 43 nF and C2 = 75 nF. Here the color means the
inverter efficiency. Based on the benchmark design method
of [36], an ADS-tuning-based point is labeled as point F,
which is obviously not the best point in terms of efficiency.
Another point G found by EIM can achieve a better efficiency.
This efficiency improvement mechanism can be explained
by [48], in which a higher-efficiency point actually requests
a close-to-ZVS operation instead of the perfect one.

V. EXPERIMENT VERIFICATION

The experiment tests various Class E resonant inverters to
justify the benefits of EIM-based design. A 1-MHz 50-W Class
E inverter with π network is implemented in Fig. 10 [refer
to Fig. 8]. The transistor is a MOSFET with part number
SQJ872EP. By removing the π network (i.e., L2, C2, and
C3), this inverter can also be used as the classical one [refer to
Fig. 1]. Therefore, this prototype is able to verify all the design
points defined in Fig. 5, Fig. 6, and Fig. 9, and the detailed
parameters are given in Table I. Note that a constant Coss (200
pF) is used and considered when adding shunt capacitors to
build C1. The isolated voltage probe (Tek TIVH08) is used to
measure the ac output and help calculate the power.

The classical Class E inverter is first implemented based
on point A and B in Fig. 5. The waveform of point A is
given in Fig. 11(a), and the perfect ZVS and ZVDS ensure
the high-efficiency operation. In these figures, the EIM-based
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 9. General solutions for the π network. (a) C2 = 43 nF. (b) C2 = 75
nF.

Fig. 10. Prototype Class E inverter with π network.

calculation (the dot lines) is also given and compared with
the measurement. Compared to point A, point B is another
point found by inequality constraints, i.e., (14). The operation
is still very close to ZVS and ZVDS in Fig. 11(b), and a
small efficiency drop is observed. In Fig. 11(c) and (d), a 6%
variation is applied to the resonant inductor L0 to have two
new design points, i.e., point A’ and B’ of Fig. 5. The original
ideal waveform of Fig. 11(a) would be significantly affected
and leads to large switching loss as shown in Fig. 11(c), which
means point A jumps to point A’. Compared to Fig. 11(b),
the waveform distortion and efficiency drop are not very clear
when point B jumps to point B’. In terms of robustness, point
B is clearly better. Since a smooth on-off transition process is
achieved, a low-EMI design is ensured. This example shows

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 11. Transistor voltage of a classical Class E inverter. (a) Point A. (b)
Point B. (c) Point A’. (d) Point B’. Here, vg(20V/div) and vs(50V/div).

TABLE I
IMPLEMENTED COMPONENT VALUES FOR CLASS E RESONANT
INVERTERS. INDUCTANCE UNIT: µH; CAPACITANCE UNIT: nF.

Point L0 L1 L2 C0 C1 C2 C3

A 7.86 47 - 3.64 5.74 - -

B 7.86 47 - 3.92 6.20 - -

C 20.05 2.01 - 1.30 7.36 - -

D 29.98 2.01 - 0.89 7.49 - -

E 20.05 2.01 - 1.30 5.05 - -

F 7.86 47 0.68 3.64 5.74 43 51

G 7.86 47 0.46 3.64 5.74 75 130

the proposed EIM-based design help improve the inverter
robustness under parameter variation.

The Class E inverter with resonant input inductor is im-
plemented based on the parameters of point C-E in Table I.
During the test, the input voltage is fixed at 30 V and the
load resistance is swept. At full load condition, the output
power is about 50 W. As shown in Fig. 12, the transistor gate
signal vg , the transistor voltage vs, and the output voltage
vo are measured for different design points. Note that Vo,f
represents the fundamental harmonic component of vo. Thus,
Gvv = Vo,f/Vin is calculated. Besides the point C given
by [24], the EIM-based points (D and E) can offer similar
performance in terms of LI ZVS and LI output voltage. The
smooth on-off transition process means low EMI. In this test,
the voltage gain of point C is 1.48, which is fixed based
on the equality-constraint design in the time domain. Instead,
using the inequality-constraint design in the frequency domain,
point D and E are selected in the boundary of Fig. 6(b), and
the achieved Gvv (=1.32 or 1.59) shows the increased design
options using EIM.

The final inverter would employ the π network. The ADS-
based tuning process according to the benchmark method helps
find a design point F, and another point G is found by EIM-
based design in Fig. 9. As shown in Fig. 13, both designs
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 12. Waveform of a Class E inverter using resonant input inductor. (a)
Point C. (b) Point D. (c) Point E. Here, vg(20V/div), vs(75V/div) and
vo(50V/div).

can achieve LI ZVS and LI output. The EMI issue is avoided
due to the smooth waveform. Since the EIM-based design can
easily estimate the efficiency, a better point F can be easily
found. The light-load efficiency is increased by 5% when
RL = 15 Ω. It also shows that the sufficient design variables
improve the potential for pursuing more objectives, such as
low voltage stress. Compared to the benchmark design point
F, the switch voltage stress of point G is reduced.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper introduces the extended impedance method to
design single-switch resonant converters. Given the design
variables, the proposed EIM-based design enables a quick
judgment of solution effectiveness under various inequality
constraints (defined by practical demands). The design com-
plexity is almost independent to the circuit order. The method
generality is validated by the design of the classical Class E in-
verter and its two derivatives (using different resonant circuits).
Through experimental verification, the proposed design is able

(a)

(b)

Fig. 13. Waveform of a Class E inverter using π network. (a) Point F. (b)
Point G. Here, vg(20V/div), vs(50V/div) and vo(25V/div).

to offer better performance in terms of improved robustness,
wider voltage gain, and higher efficiency.

APPENDIX

Matlab search script:
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